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MARINE ENTANGLEMENTS
Ghost nets pose significant risk to many marine organisms. Often many
species
go unrecorded and so the
is poorly understood. Ghost nets can act as shelter and micro habitats for certain
species but the negative consequences of ghost nets far outweigh the short term positive impact. Fishing nets are now
produced using man made materials that degrade extremely slowly due to their resistance to UV radiation and breakdown.
This means that once ghost nets are in our ocean they can remain relatively unchanged for hundreds of years. Ghost nets
can entangle a great diversity of species. A single ghost nets may entangle so many organisms that the weight causes the
net to sink to the sea floor. Once on the bottom of the sea bed the benthic communities get to work on feeding on the catch,
the net loses its weight and starts to rise to the surface again. This process can happen many times in a ghost nets life.
Injuries sustained by ghost nets can be severe and many organisms eventually die due to lack of food or inability to
breath on the surface. Organisms die unnecessarily and ghost nets effect an extremely delicate ecosystem.

GHOST NETS BY THE OLIVE RIDLEY PROJECT
Fishing gear has been lost abandoned or discarded at sea since fishing began. An increase in
fishing pressure
combined with an advancement in technology enables
to target more species and exploit areas
previously untouched. Modern day fishing gear is now made from plastic
the problem
. The problem of lost, abandoned or discarded fishing gear sometimes called “ghost nets” ha been brought
up at the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) on numerous occasions. As early as 1988 the Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAO) recognised this problem as a major threat to marine ecosystems and coastal environments.
he
FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries (CCRF) was adopted promote sustainable fishing practices and encourage
regional fisheries to tackle the problem of

THE MALDIVES
The meteorology of the orthern Indian Ocean is dominated by the two major monsoons. The South West Monsoon (SW or
Summer Monsoon) lasts from May to October, while the North East Monsoon (NE or Winter Monsoon) occurs between
December and March. April and November are normally transitional periods between monsoons. During these periods the
oceanic currents reverse. Currents flow mainly eastward during the Summer Monsoon (SW) and westward during the
Winter Monsoon (NE). The Maldives, lying north-south across the east-west flow of the monsoon currents, acts as something
of a trap for drifting objects.
The Maldives c
of around 1,190 islands made up of 26 atolls. Most of the islands are uninhabited. This makes
finding and removing ghost nets a
challenge as many areas are not frequented by humans. The two main
monsoons can bring nets from outside the Maldives but once inside the Maldives channels
are subject to strong
can pass by islands quickly and silently.
This atlas explains
entanglement or injury.

entangled or

organisms reported

the exa location of

ATOLLS OF THE

MALDIVES

ATOLLS OF THE

MALDIVES

aa Alifu / Haa
Dhaalu Atoll

FROGFISHES
ANTENNARIIDAE

Frogfish are rarely
ghost nets unless the ghost nets sink and rest on the reef. Frogfish rely on camo flage,
and
considered ambush predators,
unlikely to find reef species entangled or resting on ghost nets.
Sargassum
Frogfish however are associated with drifting argassum which is typically on the ocean
surface. When the sargassum encounters a ghost net they often mix together. In
the sagassum frogfish may
rest on the ghost net. This species is particulary vulnerable to being removed from the ocean when the ghost net is
rem ved Care must be taken to ensure all marine organism are removed if a ghost net is re
from the ocean.

Sargassum
Histrio histrio

ish

Maximum Size: 20 cm
: Unknown
Diet: fishes and shrimps seek refuge in floating
weeds
Number ound Entangled: 0
Number ound ear et: 5
Entanglement Threat: Unknown
: Baa, North Male Atoll

FUSILIERS
CAESIONIDAE

Fusiliers are fast swimming fish that feed primarily on lankton.
ften found in large schools on reefs or
in open sea. They have been found near ghost nets but move away quickly when approached
usiliers have been
reported entangled
to understand the threats

ghost nets pose to the usilier family

Blue and old usilier
Caesio caerulaurea

Maximum Size: 35cm
: Least Concern
Diet: Zooplankton
Number ound Entangled: 0
Number ound ear et: 200+
Entanglement Threat: Unknown
R
: North Male Atoll

JACKS & RUNNERS
CARANGIDAE

Carangidae includ the jacks, pompanos, jack mackerels, runners, and scads. They are fast swimming predators situated
on reef systems or in the open sea. Ghost nets harbour crabs and other small fish which may lure acks close to the net
potentially during a feeding attempt the Jack may become entangled accidentally when trying to catch its prey.

Rainbow unner
Elagatis bipinnulata

Maximum Size: 107 - 120 cm
Unknown
Diet: Small shrimp , crabs, fish and
ceph l pods
Number ound Entangled: 2
Number ound ear et: 4
Entanglement Threat: Unknown
R
: Dhaalu Atoll

Golden revally ( uvenile)
Gnathanodon speciosus

Maximum Size: 120 cm
Unknown
Diet: rustaceans, amphipods, molluscs and small
fish
Number ound Entangled: 0
Number ound ear et: 50+
Entanglement Threat: Unknown
R
: Dhaalu Atoll

SPADEFISHES
EPHIPPIDAE

Spadefishes are spade shaped and laterally compressed. triangular and elongated dorsal and anal fin make this fish
an unlikely species to become entangled. They have been encountered near ghost nets most lik ly in search of food. hey were
situated just below the ghost net but
ore information is required on their
with
ghost nets.

Longfin atfish
Platax teira

Maximum Size: 70 cm

Unknown
Diet: Omnivore: lankton, sessile invertebrates, mall
invertebrates and marine algae
Number ound Entangled: 0
Number ound ear et: 3
Entanglement Threat: Unknown
R
: North Male Atoll

GROUPER

EPINEPHELIDAE
Groupers are generally associated with reef systems and rarely approach the surface entanglement in ghost nets therefore
unlikely. Groupers often spend daylight hours hiding in crevices or caves and ambush their prey The one time a species of
rouper was found in the Maldives
a ghost net it was found inside a crate attached to the ghost net. Large ghost
nets that drift over containing crates or any other man made feature that acts as a shelter may help species hide and
ambush prey
the net. This also poses a risk for species of grouper to become invasive, inhabiting areas brought
over by a gh net
the currents

White potted grouper
Epinephelus coeruleopunctatus

Maximum Size: 76 cm

Least Concern
Diet: Feeds on small fish but predominantly
crustaceans
Number ound Entangled: 0
Number ound ear et: 1
Entanglement Threat: Unknown
R
: North Male Atoll

CHUB

KYPHOSIDAE
Chubs can be found in exposed rocky areas and usually congregate in small groups. The juveniles can be found amongst
floating seaweed feeding on small crustaceans and subsequently may encounter ghost nets. Only a small number of
juveniles have been encountered near ghost nets. Entanglements have never been reported in this family

Brassy hub
Kyphosus vaigiensis

Maximum Size: 70 cm

Unknown
Diet: Small crustaceans
Number ound Entangled: 0
Number ound ear et: 4
Entanglement Threat: Unknown
R
: North Male Atoll

DAMSELFISHES
POMACENTRIDAE

Pomacentridae includes both damselfishes and clownfishes.
close to reef structures using corals or
anemones as protec-tion. They are known to be aggressive and defend their territory veraciously. They are generally
opportunistic feeders and the only species of damsel reported
a ghost net was the common sergeant major. This
species may have been drawn to the ghost net due to the abundant food supply. Entanglements have occurred in this family
and therefore
are considered at risk of entanglement.

Sergeant ajor
Abudefduf saxatilis

Maximum Size: 15 - 20 cm
Unknown
Diet: Small shrimp , crab , fish and algae
Number ound Entangled: 2
Number ound ear et: 200+
Entanglement Threat: Unknown
R
: North Male Atoll, Baa Atoll

BATOIDEA
Batoidea are cartilaginous fish commonly known as Rays and Skates Closely related to sharks they are extremely diverse
with over 500 species. Habitat and behaviour also very diverse however the majority of species within Batoidea can be
found on the sea floor. The exception to this are the Manta rays which can be found filter feeding near the surface. Normally
mantas are extremely good at avoiding obstacles so entanglement is unlikely in ghost nets.
reports have been
recorded. Most encounters with Manta ray entanglements are with the manta swimming
trailing a net behind it
makes it difficult to determine where entanglement t place. Fishing line which much more difficult to detect are
a big
to Mantas

Reef anta
Manta alfredi

Maximum Size: 450 cm
Vulnerable
Diet: They are planktivores, feeding especially on
zooplankton
Number ound ntangled: 4
Number ound ear et: 0
Entanglement Threat: Low
R
: Rasdhu, North Male and Lhaviyani Atoll

SELACHII
Sharks are a group of fish characteised by a cartilaginous skeleton. With over 500 species they occupy a great diversity of
hab tats and display various behaviours.
considered scavengers, favo ring prey that is trapped or weak. It is
no su prise that sharks may interact with ghost nets in an attempt to feed on prey entangled in the ghost net. Unfortunat ly
most species of sharks need to contin
swim in order to breath
if they become entangled, breathing may stop
complet ly and death will shortly follow. Sharks are unable to swim backwards reversing out of a ghost net is not an
option
fast, rapid movements in an attempt to free
results in further entanglement.

Silky hark
Carcharhinus falciformi

Maximum Size: 3.5 m

Near Threat ned
Diet: eed primarily on fishes, as well as squid ,
paper nautiluses, and pelagic crabs una (little
tunny and yellowfin), alba-core, mullet, mackerel,
porcupine fish, and various others including crabs.
Number ound Entangled: 2
Number ound ear et: 0
Entanglement Threat: Unknown
R
: Alifu Dhaalu

Grey eef hark
Carcharhinus amblyrhynchos

Maximum Size: 2.6 m

Near Threat ned
Diet: Reef fishes, along with smaller quantities of
cephalopods squid and octopus, and crustaceans
(shrimp and lobster), provide the majority of the
grey reef sharks prey.
Number ound ntangled: 1
Number ound ear et: 0
Entanglement Threat: Unknown
R
: Baa Atoll

CETACEA
The order cetacea includes marine mammals commonly known as whales, dolphins and porpoises. All cetaceans must come
to the surface to breath . This puts them at risk of encountering ghost nets drifting on the surface. Globally cetaceans and
ghost net interac-tions are well documented. In the Maldives
Our only record in the Maldives is of a
sperm whale found decomposing on the surface with a ghost net entangled in the carcass. etacean are rarely found
entangled in the Maldives

Sperm hale
Physeter macrocephalus

Maximum Size: 18 m

Vulnerable

Diet: Fish and Squid
Number ound Entangled: 1
Number found ear et: 0
Entanglement Threat: Unknown
:

SEA TURTLES

CHELONIOIDEA

Sea Turtles are reptiles
seven species. Five of those species can be found in the Maldives the Green, Hawksbill,
Loggerhead, Leatherback and Olive Ridley Sea urtle . Most commonly encountered species are the Hawksbills and Green
urtles
can be found on many reefs within the Maldives. The Olive Ridley ea turtle is rarely sighted free swimming in
the Maldives,
Juvenile
occupy Maldivian waters. Unfortunately marine turtles are under great
threat from ghost nets. Juveniles use sargassum beds as shelter and many mistake ghost nets for natural materials and
become entangled. Adults are also known to approach ghost nets to climb on top of
to warm themselves up or to find
food,
many becom entangled. The Olive Ridley urtle is one of the rarest species
found in the Maldives but
commonly found entangled in ghost nets.
Olive Ridley ea urtle
Lepidochelys olivicia

Maximum Size: 80 cm

Near Vulnerable
Diet: Common prey items include jellyfish,
tunicates, sea urchins, Bryozoan, bivalves, snails,
shrimp , crabs, rock lobsters and sipunculid worms.
Number ound Entangled: 132
Number ound ear et: 0
Entanglement Threat: Very High
R
: Gaafu Alifu, Lhaviyani, North
South
Male, Vaavu, Dhaalu, Baa, Alifu Alifu, Alifu Dhaalu
and Noonu Atoll

Hawksbill ea turtle
Eretmochelys imbricata

Maximum Size: 87 cm

Critically Endangered
Diet: Sponges make up the majority of the diet
Number ound Entangled: 6
Number ound ear et: 0
Entanglement Threat: High
R
: South Male, Lhaviyani and Baa Atoll.

Green urtle
Chelonia mydas

Maximum Size: 114 cm
Endangered
Diet: Changes significantly during its life. When
less than 8 to 10 inches in length eat worms,
young crustaceans, aquatic insects, grasses and
algae. Once green turtles reach 8 to 10 inches in
length, they mostly eat sea grass and algae,
the only sea turtle that is strictly
herbivorous as an adult
Number ound Entangled: 2
Number ound ear et: 0
Entanglement Threat: Medium
R
: North Male.

CRUSTACEANS
CRUSTACEA

Crustaceans are a very large group including familiar animals like crabs, lobsters, crayfish, shrimp , krill and barnacles.
They inhabit various different habitats and many are filter feeders. Ghost nets often harbour many barnacles on the twine,
ather than be entangled they appear to be growing on the net
observed filter feeding. Although many
species have been found in ghost nets this group can be very difficult to identify and only barnacles have been correctly
at present. More information is needed on this group to understand what species inhabit ghost nets.

Maximum Size: 5cm and the peduncle varies
between 4 - 80 cm
Unknown
Diet: Filter feeders
Number ound Entangled: 0
Number ound ear et: 10000+
Entanglement Threat: Low
R
: On the majority of ghost nets foun

